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BOX 1 (04106)
Issue Brief- SME Student Organizing
Outlook St. Louis
OUTspoken
PRIDE of Joplin
Queers on Campus
The Rainbow Community News
SLILAG Film Festival
Spring Patch Gazette
PREP Scrapbook VHS tapes
"The Coral Ridge Hour" Panel, Channel 24: Dr. James Kennedy
Board of Alderman, City of St. Louis, Thursday, July 2, 1993 Marcia and Jeff on Same Sex Marriage
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BOX 1 (68659)
Resources Guides
Education and Homosexuality
Press Releases
Flyers-Events and Workshops
Flyers-Informational
Advertisements
Show Me Equality, Fall 1998
Hate Crimes, 1990-1994
Youth: Teaching Tolerance Magazine
Marriage - Hawaii (incl. Press clip)
Marriage - Press - Commentary - Gay Press
Marriage - Mo. Anti-Marriage Leg & CRT. Opinions
Marriage - Press - Mo. Legislation
Marriage - Press - General News Coverage
Marriage - Press - Commentary Non Gay Press
Labor Issues
Homophobia Research
Human Rights Commission, 1994
Homophobia Training Material  
Health Care Surrogacy  
Hate Crimes 1984-1989  

Books:  
How To Make The World A Better Place  
The Lesbian and Gay Parenting Handbook  
Created Equal: Why Gay Rights Matter To America  
Understanding Sexual Identity  
Gay and Lesbian Stats  
Bridges of Respect: Creating Support for Lesbian and Gay Youth  
The Elements of Nonsexist Language  

BOX 2 (68660)  
Repeal Endorsements Parents Research Issue Brief- Parenting Issue Brief- The Gay Agenda  
Opposition Research Youth: Newspaper Articles Youth: Legislation: MO Bills  
Youth: Journal Articles & Presentations  
Youth: Becoming an Ally  
Viatical Settlements  
Sex Education - MO Bills  
St. Louis Ordinances  
Shared Living - General Info  
Shared Living - U City Campaign  
Research - LGBT Social Work  
G/L Research  
Religion - LGBT Pastoral Care  
Repeal, 1986  
Repeal, 1985  
Repeal, 1990  
Repeal, 1989  
Repeal, 1988  
Repeal, 1992  
Repeal, 1991  
Repeal, 1994  
Repeal 1993  
Bond, Christopher - Letters  
Military - Lift The Ban  
Issue Brief- Lift The Ban  
Mayor's Commission/KC  
Mayor's Task Force (St. Louis)  
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BOX 1 (058500)  
Words of Love, 1998  
Words of Love, 2001
Words of Love, 2002
FND still to investigate, 1/20/02
FR Articles
J.B. Reynolds
Hallmark
Granting Foundations
Foundations, Kenneth Hill
Susan's Misc. Documents
Commerce Bank
Incarnate Word Foundation
Susan's working materials
Gateway foundation
Foundations, TIDES
Grants
Foundations, Gannett
Greensboro Justice Fund
Foundations, PDF
Foundations, Xerox
Foundations, AmerenUE
Foundations, Arcus
Foundations, Gaylord
Grant attachments
St. Louis Community Foundation
Foundation, Sunnen
Anhesuer Busch
Monsanto Fund
AMEX financial
Budget, 1996-1999
Newsletter, 1998-2000, 2002
Board Ballots, 2002-2004
Planning, 2003
Annual Meeting, 2000

BOX 2 (058501)
Repeal, 1997-2004
Issue Brief, Privacy
Privacy, Missouri Bills
Privacy Bills, 1997,2001
Examining issues of privacy rights
Parenting, 2004
Parents, adoption guidelines
Parenting Rights, 1998
Parenting, Missouri Bills
Parenting, Belong case
Redistricting
Religious Liberty Protection Act
RFRA, 2002
RFRA, Kentucky lawsuit
Marriage, Human Rights Campaign literature
Marriage, Lambda Legal Defense Literature
Marriage, National anti-marriage legislation
Marriage, Lobby AG, Missouri
Hate Crimes, 1999, 2001
Genetic Privacy, Missouri Bills
Genetic Privacy, Bills, 2001
Genetic Privacy, 2001
RE labels
Education
St. Louis County ordinances
Sex Offender Registry, 2000
Smoking and LGBT
LGBT and Substance Abuse
Hate Crimes, 2000
Gay Conservatives
Equal Rights Amendment, 2000-2004
Ex-Gay Movement
Exxon/Mobil Boycott
Family Legislation Sample
Fight the Right
Freedom of Religion bills, 1999
Education, Safe Schools
Emerson Resolution, 2002
Missouri Human Rights Act
Marriage, Hawaii report
Marriage, 2004 media
Marriage, Anti-marriage legislation
Marriage, 2004 lobbying
Marriage, bills
Marriage, NGLTF Literature
Marriage, GAO reports
Marriage Resources
Marriage, NO bills
Resources, volunteers

BOX 3 (058502)
Marriage, 2000
Marriage, Legislation
Marriage, PREP response
Homophobia, Hetero Survey
Initiatives, Financial impact
International LGBT Rights
Lambda lawsuit
Lingar execution
LGBT bills, 2001
Black Pride
EHOC
Equal Partners in faith
Gender foundation
GLSTN
Resources, ethics program
Resources, Focus Groups
Resources, Disclosure
Resources, C-3 vs. C-4
Resources, Board effectiveness
Resources, Board diversity
Resources, Board development
Resources, Board manuals
Resources, Board CNCNB
Ballot Measures and C3S
Resources, Annual Reports
Resources, Audits
Resources, Accounting procedures
Resources, Activism
Resources, Anti-racism
Resources, Advertising
Youth, Order forms for material
Youth, Suicide
Youth, Suicide, HHS report
Youth, Gay-Straight
Youth, Education and Sexual Orientation
Youth, NGLTF information, Violence against
Youth, LGD issues in education
Youth, Coming out resources
Work Place, Domestic Partner
Work Place, Organizing in the workplace
Work Place, Equality
Work Place, Domestic Partner
Work Place, LGBT employees group
Work Place, Non-discrimination clippings
Work Place, LGBT non-discrimination sample policy
Work Place, research: final report, 1999
Work Place, research, individual surveys
Work Place, Workshop materials
Standby guardianship
Shared living, Missouri Bills
Shared living, 2000
Resources, Time management
Resources, Voter contact and regulations

BOX 4 (058503)
Resources, Town Hall Meeting
Domestic Partnership registry, St. Louis
Domestic Violence, Same sex
Bill of Rights
Campaign finance reform
Capital gains and losses
Care giving among LGBTs
Carnahan Meeting
Affirmative Action
Adult Abuse, Missouri bills
AIDS/HV, 1997 bills
AIDS, 1998
AIDS, Confidentiality
AIDS and Latinos
HIV/AIDS, 2000
HIV, 2001
AIDS, Clergy and HIV
AIDS, Needle exchange
AIDS, Testing of newborns
AIDS, State policy meeting
AIDS, Public health and the law
AIDS, Non-discrimination laws
AIDS, viatical, Missouri bills
Resources, Planned giving
Resources, Phone banking
Resources, Prospect development
Telemarketing report forms
Telemarketing, Adam's work
Resources, USPS mail
Resources, Vicki Quatmann
Resources, Workplace giving
HR94, Gibbons
HR87, Ross
HR78, Stroker
HR101, Hollingsworth
HR72, Thompson
HR65, Bauer
HR64, Bob Hilgemann
81, Foley election
In-district meeting'checklist
H80, Hoskins, 2003
H58, Hubbard, 2003
H65, Kratky, 2003
H75, Darrough, 2003
H76, Sprang, 2003
H77, Corkoran, 2003
H79, Liese, 2003
H96, Yeager, 2003
H86, Cunningham
H65, Gambaro
H91, Fares
H94, Byrd
2001 house meeting
H109, Griesheimer
H16, Bearden
Equality Begins at Home, final report
Equality Begins at Home, contacts
Equality Begins at Home
Equality Begins at Home, Media
Equality Begins at Home, Promotion
Equality Begins at Home, 1999 logistics and planning
St. Joseph
Sedalia
Kirksville
Cape Girardeau
Springfield and Joplin
Kansas City
Columbia

BOX 5 (058504)
Sex Education
Sex Education, bills, 1999
Sex Education, Endorsements
Pride Events
GLOBAL, SIUE student group
Growing American Youth
HRC St. Louis
Interfaith Alliance
Lutherans Concerned, Gateway Mid-
Missouri LGBT coalition Missouri-
Democrats
Missouri University LGBT resource center
National Conference of Community and Justice
People of all colors together
P-Flag
Pride St. Louis
Pro Vote
St. Charles County SJA
The spirit if interfaith partnership
Triangle coalition
Issue Brief, LGBT youth
Student Organizing
Teachers, 1998 legislation
Transgender ordinances
Transgender issues
Transgender bills, 1997
Transgender Legislation sample
Two spirit Native Americans
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Washington University Outlaw Protest
Welfare reform
Workplace, Company lists
Workplace, Domestic partner benefits
Workplace, Issue brief
Rainbow alliance
National Organization for Women
MASW
General meeting minutes, 1987-1991
Resources, Initiatives
Resources, Internal Communications
Resources, Legal
List management
Resources, Media
Resources, Meetings
Resources, other States
University Training materials
Discrimination in medicine
Department of defense gay policy
Cracker Barrel
Civil Rights, Federal bill 90-91
Civil Rights, Non-discrimination colleges
Civil Rights, Riverside, California
Resources, Strategic Planning
Resources, Speakers

BOX 6 (058505)
Resources, Personnel policies
Resources, Personnel
Newsletters, 1997
Board, 1994
Minutes, 1994
Misc. 1994
Newsletters, 1994
Financial, up to 1991, 1992
Board, up to 1991
Minutes, up to 1991, 1992, 1993
Newsletters, up to 1991
Budget, up to 1991, 1992-1994
Board, 1992, 1993
Resources, Political polling
Newsletters, 1992-1993
Civil Rights, Columbia rally
Issue Brief, Civil rights, NOT
Child sexual abuse research
AIDS, Testing confidentiality
AIDS, legislation
AIDS, Helms amendment, 1994
AIDS, executive summary, 1990
AIDS, Missouri laws and rules
AIDS, Missouri legislation
AIDS, legislation, 1992
Speakers Bureau
Resources, rapid response
G/L earning power, research
Durable power of attorney
Domestic partnership, research
Domestic partnership, samples of in place policies
Civil rights, other states
Civil rights, School board association
Civil rights, University of Missouri
Civil rights, University City
Civil rights, University City ordinances
Civil rights, Kansas City
Civil rights, amendment 2 rally
Civil rights, Salvation Army
Civil rights, St. Louis ordinances
Civil rights, Amendment 2 opinion
Civil rights, amendment 2 rally Non-discrimination state laws
HR-100, Barry HR-74, Donovan HR-98, Scheve
HR-91, McClelland
Civilian Oversight
Coming out
Cross burning, 2004
Domestic partnership, Creating change in your workplace
Domestic partnership

BOX 7 (058506)
Resources, fundraising fundamentals
Resources, fundraising campaigns
Resources, financials
Resources, events
Resources, board fundraising
Resources, direct mail
Resources, Budgeting
Resources, development planning
AIDA event
Mailing lists
Anniversary gala
State of the Arts, September 1993